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Welcome to the latest entry in Computerworld’s Digital Spotlight series
of bonus, themed issues of the
magazine. In this installment, we
take a closer look at cloud computing, and in particular, infrastructure
as a service, providing insight to
help you move beyond the basics.
Our cover story, “Getting the
Most from the Cloud” (page 4),
explains how to take advantage of
the cloud without being locked into
just one provider. But becoming
“cloud-agnostic” requires tools and
applications that can withstand the
cloud’s unpredictability.
Performance and visibility in the
cloud are nagging concerns. “Creating a View to the Cloud” (page 10)
explores techniques and tools for
managing cloud applications.
We knew they had to be there,
ture and managed database services.
and sure enough security holes
and malware are starting to come
The move will enable the Posadas IT group
to light in the cloud. “Securing the
to devote less time to infrastructure operaKeys to the Cloud” (page 16) gives
tions and focus on developing mobile and
you a picture of these threats, plus
social networking systems and other tools to
tips for avoiding them.
help the business grow, said Toro Bala. “Our
Finally, cloud risk expert Thomas
IT strategy is aligned to our growth, and our
J. Trappler (page 20) offers advice
growth means that we need to be flexible and
on using a contract to protect
agile,” he said.
your company’s interests before a
The Grupo Posadas data center migration
breach occurs.
will be completed in November.
We hope you
The company leases most of its
Get Breaking news at
Computerworld.com
like this Spotlight
data center equipment, and the
issue. Look for new
leases are due to expire this year,
installments soon.
so it had an opportunity to make a move.
Scot Finnie is Computerworld’s
Posadas has many U.S. partners and works
f i e s ta a m e r i c a n a
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Securing the
keys to the
cloud
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Cloud computing

Mexican Hotelier Opts for Texas Data Center

F

or years, U.S. companies have been

shipping development work offshore,
but the cloud has helped reverse that
trend and turn the U.S. into a provider
of data center services to enterprises in other
countries.
Consider Grupo Posadas, a large hotel
group based in Mexico. It has five data centers
supporting more than 17,000 guest rooms in
over 100 hotels and other lines of business. It
runs three of those data centers itself, and two
others are run by outsourcing partners.
But Grupo Posadas is moving almost all of
its IT capability to a data center in Texas run by
Savvis, a managed IT services provider headquartered in Missouri.
Posadas CIO Leopoldo Toro Bala said his
company plans to close several data centers
and rely on Savvis for a cloud-based infrastruc-

Computerworld.com

internationally, said Toro Bala, adding that
“working across borders comes naturally.”
– Patrick Thibodeau

editor in chief. Contact him at
sfinnie@computerworld.com and
follow him on Twitter (@scotfinnie).
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Getting THE

Most

from the

CLOUD
Mix, match and burst. New infrastructureas-a-service tools make it easier to shift
among multiple private and public clouds.
By Robert L. Scheier

l

young data-driven companies, BuildFax decided in 2008 to
host its construction data services on
Amazon Web Services. But now, it’s
moving some systems to Google’s
new infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS)
offering, some to other cloud providers and
some to its first in-house servers.

i l lu s t r at i o n by h a r r y c a m p b e l l
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BuildFax’s vice president of research and
development, Joe Emison, says he was at
first delighted with Amazon’s low costs and
pay-as-you-go model. But he soon wanted a
choice of public and private clouds so he’d
have the flexibility to get the best price,
performance and disaster recovery options
as his needs changed — and as computing technology and the capabilities of IaaS
providers changed.
“You can take advantage of the benefits of
the cloud without locking yourself down to
Amazon” — or any other provider, he says.
That viewpoint is slowly gaining traction
as the IaaS business model grows beyond
serving only smaller organizations and
supporting less-critical systems such as development and testing. But becoming cloudagnostic requires new tools and mindsets:
Users must design applications that can
survive the unpredictability of the cloud,
and they have to ensure proper security.

Some people treat the
cloud as something
separate — they
have a separate
hierarchy of users
[that] doesn’t map to
the hierarchy they
have in-house.”

storage, sometimes it’s milliseconds,
other times hundreds of milliseconds, to
get the same data,” says Ken Pepple, vice
president at Cloud Technology Partners,
a Boston-based cloud computing consultancy. (Amazon declined comment for
this story.)

Secure Enough?

Concerns about sharing servers, storage
and networks with other organizations
outside the corporate firewall scare
many users away from IaaS. But most
observers agree that, with proper care,
IaaS can meet even strict security
requirements, and the security picture
is likely to improve as IaaS providers
gain experience. For example, Sonian, a
Newton Mass.-based provider of email
and document services, recently completed a Federal Information Security
Management Act (FISMA) audit of more
Shriram Natarajan, senior
than 300 controls analyzing how Sonian
director, Persistent Systems
The Role of IaaS
software operates on the Amazon cloud.
In the alphabet soup of the cloud, IaaS is
“We met the highest standards out
the service that gives customers the greatest access to — and
there,” says CTO Greg Arnette.
control over — servers, storage and networks, with options that
As with in-house data centers, most security problems in the
include a choice of operating system and drivers, says Andre Pino,
cloud are caused by users who ignore the rules or operational
vice president of marketing at CloudBees, a platform-as-a-service
snafus such as misconfigured networks, says Pepple. IT services
(PaaS) provider. But it also requires customers to do much of the
providers such as India’s HCL Technologies offer multicloud gov“low level” work they do with in-house systems, he says, noting
ernance frameworks that can provide granular access controls
that users must, for example, dynamically update load balancers
and configurable roles and privileges for users across multiple
whenever clusters are modified.
clouds, said Sadagopan Singam, HCL’s global vice president of
PaaS, the next level up, provides frameworks of software and
cloud computing.
processes that ease application deployment.
Before moving to the cloud, customers should decide how
The highest-level cloud option, software as a service (SaaS), proto organize their security groups, change default server convides a complete application over the Web. The “higher” a cloud
figurations to restrict access to authorized users, and map their
service the customer buys, the less work its own staffers must do.
internal security and access control models to the cloud with
On the other hand, those services cost more and customers who
tools such as federated identity management, advises Shriram
use them have less control over their systems and data.
Natarajan, senior director of the cloud technology practice at
IaaS remains most popular for applications that experience
Indian software development firm Persistent Systems.
large and unpredictable spikes in demand, short-lived applications
They should answer questions such as, “Which ports should
and applications that are built using Web technologies or designed
be open; which IP addresses can come in and communicate?
to cope with the unpredictable latency of IaaS. By “bursting”
How is it going to tie in with your existing identity management
temporarily into the cloud, compute or storage workloads can be
system?” he says.
moved into a lower-cost public cloud during peak demand periods
“Some people treat the cloud as something separate — they
as needed. One particularly strong market is made up of users who
have a separate hierarchy of users [that] doesn’t really map to the
have extensive data analysis needs and tap cloud-based computing
hierarchy they have in-house,” he says. “Once they do it, they
power for short, intensive analysis, says Ellen Rubin, vice presihave two different control structures and then try to reconcile it,”
dent of cloud products at hosting company Terremark Worldwide.
which is harder than doing this work up front.
IaaS is less appropriate for applications with steady, predictable
Verifying security can be difficult when IaaS providers don’t
workloads, which can be less expensive to run in-house. It’s also
let customers know exactly where their data is stored. Meeting
not recommended for applications that can slow down or crash if a
privacy or security rules also requires a virtual private network
server fails or a temporary jam slows the Internet.
that ensures that encrypted data “moves only to certain dediStorage is a particular concern. While many customers use
cated servers” and can’t be sent anywhere except the appropriate
expensive storage area networks because they offer low and
specific servers in the customer’s cloud, says Natarajan.
predictable latency, many IaaS vendors consider SANs to be a
Such secure communication requires the ability to assign IP addangerous single point of failure and instead rely on disk that
dresses to the network interface on a particular server and specific
is direct-attached to servers. “With Amazon, using their block
virtual LAN, he says, and for virtual machines to have one inter-
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Scale to quickly move those workloads to public clouds if needed.
Sonian uses IaaS to run the all-important search capability it
provides to users, but it uses a SaaS offering for its less critical
relational database. While Amazon has a PaaS search option,
Arnette says he chose IaaS “because we would have more control
over the design of that very critical feature.”
Robert Jenkins, CTO and co-founder of cloud vendor CloudSigma, says his company has an e-commerce customer that
“keeps the core database in their own infrastructure” and spins
up public cloud servers when needed. He notes that “we could
probably [also] move their data into our cloud effectively,” but the
customer is too protective of its company data to take that step.
Moving to a multicloud world requires not only thinking
through risk-benefit trade-offs, but also changing application
architectures and IT processes.

Computerworld September 2012

Best Practices

Companies with extensive data analysis needs make up a strong
IaaS market, says Terremark Worldwide’s Ellen Rubin.

face to outsiders such as customers and another to sensitive data
within the customer’s site. “Amazon has the most robust offerings
in this area,” says Natarajan. “The others are all catching up.”
Security is just one of the factors customers must consider as
they move systems among public and private IaaS implementations.

Mix and Match

BuildFax’s Emison still runs most of his production systems
on Amazon’s cloud infrastructure. But he has shifted some to
Google Compute Engine and hopes to move more, while keeping
enough on Amazon to provide failover for business continuity.
He’s using cloud management software from RightScale to,
among other things, create servers from standard templates, and
to deploy and monitor them on multiple clouds without using a
separate API for each. He estimates that BuildFax saves at least
$150,000 per year by not having to hire server and network
administrators.
But he has also realized that “with a public cloud, you’re
paying for good security, redundant network connections, redundant power” that BuildFax doesn’t need for internal tasks such
as data cleansing and indexing. It can reduce its general server
budget by 60% to 65% by doing that work in-house, using Right-

Computerworld.com

In-house data centers include servers, storage and networks that
provide certain levels of performance and reliability. One reason
IaaS is so inexpensive and flexible is that many customers share a
vendor’s resources, so performance isn’t guaranteed — it can rise
and fall based on the demand from other customers. That could
happen if, for example, “the guy sharing my server [is] streaming
music and hogging the server,” says Momchil Michailov, CEO
and co-founder of data management vendor Sanbolic.
If latency causes an IaaS application to fail, the system should
alert an administrator and resume work when another server
comes online without manual intervention or lost transactions.
Emison says you should “assume your public cloud servers are
going to fail” and architect systems so that it’s easy to provision
another from the “infinite pool” available in public or private
clouds. Using RightScale, Emison says BuildFax can automatically create a cloud-based server that can, for example, access a
file of building permit data, “extract all the data into a text file,
load it back up into our central data store and self-terminate. If it
dies in the middle [of the process], it spins up again.”
Using a service-oriented architecture abstracts services from
the hardware, creating an asynchronous environment that’s less
dependent on specific performance levels, says Pepple.
Many observers stress the need to avoid a single point of failure
— a need highlighted by well-publicized outages at Amazon Web
Services. In a recent blog post, Todd McKinnon, CEO of Okta,
said he chose IaaS for his company’s cloud-based identity management service because it forced him to avoid “supposedly ‘highly
available’ components like expensive load balancers and sharedstate, clustered databases.” However, he says, none of the IaaS
providers he has worked with can tell him whether, for example,
two virtual machines share the same physical server. That’s why
McKinnon says IaaS customers still “need someone in-house” to
ensure that their systems are architected correctly.
Many IaaS providers make it difficult to avoid single points of
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Security Questions

for Your IaaS Provider

Here are eight tough
questions to ask when
vetting prospective Iaas
providers, courtesy of
security professionals Eric
Chiu, founder and president
of HyTrust, and Gerhard
Eschelbeck, CTO of Sophos.

1
2
3

Is each customer’s
data encrypted
with a unique key?

Does each server
have a unique
encryption key?

Can you provide
audit log details of
all changes to the
virtual infrastructure
and virtual machines? And
can you integrate that data
with my security information
and event management
software?

failure because their network architectures don’t support clustering or allow more than one IP address to be assigned to components such as virtual servers to allow easy failover, says Michailov.
McKinnon says the geographically diverse data centers typical
of IaaS setups make disaster recovery far easier than it is with
in-house systems. However, customers should take into account
the costs of moving large amounts of data between their own infrastructures and those of their providers. They should also verify
that the cloud provider’s performance monitoring and reporting
systems are consistent with their expectations.

New Tools

Vendors offer various approaches to make it easier to adopt a
multicloud strategy and move higher-end applications to the
cloud. Most include a software layer to abstract, or hide, the application programming interfaces used by various cloud providers,
and to mask the cloud’s inherent latency and unpredictability.
Google is among the vendors seeking to provide SAN-like reliability in the cloud. Its recently announced Compute Engine IaaS
platform offers network-attached block-level storage that, according to product manager Craig McLuckie, provides the consistency, if not the speed, of more expensive SANs. It also provides
what Google claims is 50% more processor power for the money
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4
5

How do you authenticate users in the
public cloud back
to my enterprise
directory?

How do you ensure
that potentially
dangerous root and
local accounts aren’t
being used? If they are,
can you provide detailed audit trails of who used
those accounts and what
they did?

6

What strong
authentication
products do you
enable in your
service offering?

7

How do you ensure
your administrators
can’t make unauthorized configuration
changes (such as connecting
one of my virtual machines
to another company’s network)?

8

Can you provide a
report from a qualified security assessor
proving that you comply with regulations such as
those of the Health Insurance
Portability and Accountability
Act, the Federal Information
Security Management Act and
the Payment Card Industry
Data Security Standard?
— Robert L . S cheier

than Amazon and a high-speed network that encrypts customer
data in motion and at rest.
Cloud storage provider Zadara Storage offers storage software
that’s designed to turn standard disk and solid-state drives into
“virtual private storage arrays” with the same performance and
reliability as SANs, including support for application clustering
for high availability, says Noam Shendar, the Irvine, Calif.-based
company’s vice president of business development.
Sanbolic is offering its Melio data management software and
Zadara’s Virtual Private Storage Arrays to “deliver enterpriseclass storage with high-availability application clustering” on
Amazon Web Services and Rackspace. Sanbolic also recently
extended support for public clouds to its Sanbolic AppCluster,
which provides high availability and scalability for Microsoft SQL
Server workloads.
IaaS provider Joyent sells the software it uses in its own data
centers to replace virtualization at the level of the physical server,
as practiced by the likes of VMware, with a hypervisor at the
operating system layer. Steve Tuck, the San Francisco-based
company’s cloud senior vice president and general manager,
says that allows more efficient use of servers, and instant and
automatic scaling, or shrinking, of memory and CPU allocation
across processor cores as workloads change. It also performs
Computerworld September 2012

management software vendor RightScale
provisioning, migration and management
recently acquired a cloud cost-forecasting
of workloads, he says.
website called ShopforCloud to make it
Embotics, a provider of private cloud
easier for customers to calculate the costs
management systems, targets midsize
of a variety of cloud options.
companies with what it calls “a comprehensive set of virtualization and private
What’s Next?
cloud management capabilities in a
As IaaS becomes more commonly acsingle, integrated software package that
cepted, providers are looking for ways to
can be implemented within one hour.”
differentiate their offerings for specific
Another IaaS vendor, TransLattice,
workloads, regulatory requirements, vertiuses a protocol that splits the database
cal industries or even geographies.
and associated components such as
Cloud marketing firm Preview Netqueuing systems across a network of
works in Copenhagen, Denmark, chose
commodity servers, says CTO Mike Lyle.
IaaS vendor CloudSigma in part because
That protocol, he says, ensures that all
it has a European data center, enabling
the tasks are completed in the proper
Preview Networks to comply with Euroorder, and even handles the locking of
pean Union rules dictating where customer
transactions of distributed databases.
Joe Emison, Vice President of
data can be stored, says CTO Patrick
The Red Hat Hybrid IaaS Solution
Research and Development, BuildFax
Rodies.
blurs the boundaries between IaaS and
Healthcare data analysis firm Wound
PaaS offerings with cloud-orchestration
Vision pays 70% more to IaaS provider BlueLock than it paid to
tools, a self-service portal for users, a virtualization manager, a
Amazon in part because BlueLock provides more insights into
hypervisor and a guest operating system, as well as the option to
the operation of its infrastructure and the location of sensitive
add prepaid compute hours from major public cloud providers.
medical data, says IT director Andy Hoover. “When you go into
Its recently announced Red Hat Storage Server 2.0 will use Red
hospitals, with all the [data privacy] concerns, they want to know
Hat’s Gluster file system to replicate and distribute data among
where [their] data is” and may even ask to tour the data center.
multiple public and private data centers, says Bryan Che, senior
“That obviously wasn’t going to happen with Amazon Web Serdirector for product management and marketing.
vices,” but it’s possible with BlueLock, he says.
Last summer, Verizon acquired CloudSwitch, whose software,
Cloud Sigma has created a cloud-based network of partners
running either in the customer’s data center or in the cloud,
providing services such as video editing, so customers in the
is designed to ease the synchronization of data and workloads
entertainment industry can store and process their data without
among public and private clouds, says Terremark’s Rubin. Cloud
moving it from the cloud.
Other observers predict the emergence of
combined offerings, such as the OnApps cloud
management and content delivery network. Kosten
Metreweli, chief marketing officer at OnApps, says
such a combined approach provides more reliable
data access by allowing IaaS vendors to buy and sell
excess capacity in a real-time marketplace.
Gartner analyst Lydia Leong predicts the
major factor differentiating IaaS providers from
one another will be the performance guarantees
they offer. “Instead of just a best effort,” she says,
customers will demand consistent and predictable
service from vendors.”
Pino of CloudBees predicts that IaaS will be seen
as too complex to use within five to 10 years and
will be replaced by PaaS and SaaS offerings. Pepple
even predicts a merger of IaaS and SaaS as the
“lower levels of the technology stack” become more
standardized.
However IaaS evolves, the day is rapidly approaching when the question won’t be which cloud
to move to, but which combination of services to
move to which mix of clouds as technology and
business needs change. u

You can take
advantage of the
benefits of the cloud
without locking
yourself down to
[a single provider].”

Before moving to the cloud, customers should decide how to organize their
security groups, says Persistent Systems’ Shriram Natarajan.

Computerworld.com

Scheier is a veteran technology writer. He can be reached
at bob@scheierassociates.com.
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CREATING
AVIEW

to the

Cloud

New techniques and tools are making visibility across multiple
cloud initiatives clearer. By Stacy Collett

i l lu s t r at i o n by h a r r y c a m p b e l l

O

ne millisecond might not seem like a lot of
time. But when you’re a software-as-a-service provider with thousands of databases running 2 billion
SQL queries and pushing out 10 terabytes of SQL
data each day, every millisecond adds up. Performance and
visibility are crucial — especially when your systems are tied
to those of other vendors that also operate in the cloud.

Computerworld.com
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That’s the case at Concur Technologies, which each year processes
more than $50 billion in travel and
expense reports in the cloud. About
four years ago, the Redmond, Wash.based company started experiencing
database call hiccups between its
middle tier and the database tier.
“It’s a problem that comes in once
every million calls, and it could come
from any one of 30 servers in one tier
to 30 in another tier,” explains John
Tharp, lead software configuration
engineer at Concur. “Getting visibility into that required three different
layers of people — network DBAs,
network engineers, application
engineers — working together” is a
time-consuming process. Luckily,
the company found a performance
management tool with a monitoring
focus that now helps the IT team
identify these issues quickly, and
that’s critical to keeping Concur
competitive.
“Speed of rollout, deployment and
the innovation that’s required these
days to compete require tools that
will keep watch in real time, spin up
volume as needed and [diagnose problems] right off the bat,” Tharp says.
Performance and visibility in the
cloud have become major concerns
among users. Large enterprises
have been moving well-understood
workloads to the cloud for years. But
as more mission-critical systems get
sent to the cloud, and as the number
of cloud applications run by a single
company multiplies, it will become
more important for visibility and
performance management tools to
follow your applications to the cloud.
Spending on public and private
cloud services, and on building those
services, will reach $60 billion this
year, according to IDC, and the
strategic focus in the cloud will shift
from infrastructure to application
platforms.
So it makes sense that demand for
tools that improve visibility in the
cloud is growing. Spending on cloud
management software will increase
62% this year, according to IDC.
“The more visibility you have into
what you can see, the better you can
optimize your decision to use the
cloud,” says Dennis Drogseth, a vice
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CHOOSE A
PROVIDER
Wisely
W

hen building new applications in the cloud, it’s
important to choose a cloud
provider that has what you need — “one
that gives you as much visibility as possible and can meet the metrics you’ve
established,” says Dave Bartoletti, an
analyst at Forrester Research.
“Maybe it’s compute performance.
You’re building a big analytics application that requires a lot of computing
horsepower and you want to confirm
you’re getting all those CPU cycles that
you’re paying for,” he says. “Or maybe
it’s an application on the Web. Your
performance metric might be whether it
scales right away to meet load.”
When it comes to performance requirements and visibility, the “educated
consumer” model prevails. Cloud users
need to know what they want and convey their needs to the cloud provider.
“You, as the consumer, have to own it,”
says Bartoletti.
— S ta c y C o l l e t t

president at IT consultancy Enterprise Management Associates.
Deciding the best environment in
which to run an application at peak
performance is one of the biggest
pain points facing cloud-adopting
enterprises today, says Dennis Callaghan, an analyst at 451 Research.
“They don’t really have good
visibility into what the impact is
going to be on their business if they
move a particular application to the
cloud,” he adds. “There’s no go-to set
of objective criteria on how to pick a
performance management tool in a
hybrid cloud environment.”
Here are some guidelines for
choosing tools that will improve
your ability to see and manage
systems in the cloud.

You’re not going to get visibility into data
upload and download performance.
But you should be able to validate performance
s pikes and see how your
application is performing at
different times of the day.”
Dave Bartoletti, analyst, Forrester Research

New or Existing App?

First, decide whether you’re putting
an existing application or a new one
in the cloud, says Dave Bartoletti, an
analyst at Forrester Research.
“If you’re moving an existing
app to the cloud, are you measuring performance today? If you’re
[moving] an app that you’re already
running, there’s really no way that
you’re going to be able to evaluate
how much visibility the cloud gives
you unless you’re monitoring its performance today,” says Bartoletti.
He advises looking first at current
performance management tools
for the app that will be moved, and
then asking the cloud provider if
it offers any performance management features that will integrate
with those tools. “Otherwise,” says
Bartoletti, “you’re looking at using
two different tools” — and that can
delay a project.
If you’re building a new application in the cloud, think about performance management during the
build time, he says. Start by asking
what metrics should be tracked.
“Before you select a tool, you need
to understand what you need visibility into. Is the application dependent
on response time, total transaction
round trip, the amount of traffic
you’re receiving through the day?
How much data download/upload
are you seeing? Those are the kind
of metrics you should think about
Computerworld September 2012

up front,” says Bartoletti. Then talk to the cloud provider and ask
how it can offer as much visibility into those metrics as possible.

Building in a Hybrid World

Companies that will run some of their applications on-site and
some in the cloud require a higher degree of visibility from the
cloud provider. “In this case, you want to look at what kind of
APIs they provide to their performance management tools. You
may want to download that performance management information into your own existing system for that part of the app that
you’re running on the site,” says Bartoletti.
Many cloud providers offer visibility and monitoring of their
own performance, but industry watchers say it’s best to also
deploy a third-party tool for accuracy. If the vendor has an
in-house system for monitoring performance, says Bartoletti,
“it might be hard to validate” metrics. “You’re not going to get
visibility into data upload and download performance,” he adds.
“But you should be able to validate performance spikes and see
how your application is performing at different times of the day.”
A third-party tool will help validate the kind of load the cloud
provider says it is seeing. It’s really about trying to match what
the cloud provider offers to what you already do. That’s part of
the buying process.
When parts of an application reside in-house and other parts

Computerworld.com

sit in the cloud, it’s important to match key metrics both on the
ground and in the air. “If you are already using a performance
management tool in-house, what are the key metrics they’re
tracking? That’s what you take to the cloud provider and say,
‘You’re going to have to give me at least this visibility into my
load patterns throughout the day, my traffic spikes, my storage
consumption, and I need to see that on a particular level of
granularity — whether you’re tracking it in five-minute intervals
or 30-minute intervals,” says Bartoletti.

Filling the Gaps

It’s unlikely that the cloud provider will have everything you
need to meet all of your performance and visibility goals. So
it’s worth checking out a tool from a third party, especially one
that has a strong relationship with your cloud provider. Ask that
vendor “what they would recommend as performance management add-ons,” says Bartoletti.
On the flip side, if you already use a vendor to monitor the performance of in-house applications, check to see if that company
has any partnership agreements with public cloud providers and
if you can use its tools to expand visibility in the cloud.
For instance, one of VMware’s selling points for its vCloud
architecture is that existing customers with large VMware
cloud environments and VMware management tools can move
some of their workloads to a public cloud through one of several
contracted vCloud data center partners. Those partners can offer
performance management tools like vCenter Operations for
managing performance of virtual workloads on-site. “So, in the
cloud you can find the same tools with the same metrics and a
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performance manag ement

S peed of rollout, deployment and the innovation that’s required these days
to compete require tools that will keep watch in real time, spin up
volume as needed and [diagnose problems] right off the bat.”
John Tharp, lead software configuration engineer, Concur Technologies

familiar interface,” Bartoletti says.
Myriad smaller vendors are now flooding the market with
their own performance management systems.
“We’re seeing a lot of cloud-based monitoring services come
online lately. Many of them are still focused on what’s happening
inside your firewall,” Callaghan says. Vendors such as NewRelic,
Compuware and AppDynamics offer fairly deep application
monitoring by installing a data collector on a server inside the

firewall. The collector can gather performance metrics on any
device within the firewall and then send them back to the SaaSbased monitoring service for processing and dashboard access
through a browser.
Other vendors take innovative approaches to application monitoring. For example, Seattle-based ExtraHop Networks offers
agentless, network-based application performance management
software.

“The market is unbelievably crowded,” says ExtraHop cofounder and CEO Jesse Rothstein. “Even though this market has
been around for a long time, it’s surprisingly immature. People
haven’t agreed yet on what solves the problem. That’s why this is
a market that is ripe for innovation.”
Rothstein says there are several key issues to keep in mind
when choosing a performance management application. First,
it must work in a dynamic environment. “Mimicking a cloud
environment means a solution must have some type of autodiscovery and auto-classification of all resources — VMs, servers,
databases, virtual appliances and storage — and must adapt to
changing environments automatically,” he explains.
A performance management application should also have the
ability to monitor the complete stack to get holistic visibility. And
it must measure all aspects of application response time, not just
resource utilization like CPU and memory. “Resource utilization
does not equal response time,” says Rothstein. The system must
also be easy to install and capable of being up and running in an
extremely short amount of time, he adds, noting that “cloud and
virtualization are all about speed and agility.”
Concur deployed a performance management tool from
ExtraHop and can now track real-time performance of
more than 2 billion SQL queries and 500 million memcache transactions each day — that represents a 20%
improvement over the performance of its previous system.
Experts also caution against “cloud washing,” or rebranding existing performance management tools that are
not intended for the cloud. “You don’t want to be trying to
repurpose your existing management tools and running
it on a cloud server,” Callaghan says. “It can weigh down
performance. Go with something more lightweight and
designed for these new environments.”

Ask for What You Want

“Even though this market has been around for a long time, it’s surprisingly immature,” says Jesse Rothstein, co-founder and CEO of ExtraHop.
“People haven’t agreed yet on what solves the problem. That’s why this is a market that is ripe for innovation.”
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It’s important to ask the cloud provider for the performance
and service levels that you need in terms of throughput,
response times and downtime, “and insist on it in many
cases,” Drogseth says.
If a cloud provider says that its standard servicelevel agreement meets your organization’s performance
demands, you should validate that claim by running a test
application. The challenge is to generate a realistic load,
but that should be possible if the cloud provider offers load
simulation tools.
Once the baseline for performance has been established,
appoint someone to be the primary contact for the cloud
performance team and to be responsible for tracking
vendors’ performance problems, Bartoletti says. Together,
“they should establish up front what the remediation
process is” if actual performance doesn’t equal what’s been
promised, he says, adding, “Is there a penalty system in
place, some sort of refund or an extension of your services
at no charge?”
While software-as-a-service providers have been rigid
with service levels in the past, “SLAs in the cloud are still
evolving,” according to Bartoletti. Amazon, for instance,
has recently “taken great strides” in making its performance more visible through APIs and tools, he says.
At the end of the day, the real benefit of tracking perComputerworld.com

Quick TIPS

1

Resource
utilization doesn’t
equal response time.
Monitoring CPU in memory
doesn’t mean the application is performing well
in that environment. Response time should
represent responsiveness of the entire delivery
stack, which includes the network, the Web tier,
the application tier, the database tier and the storage tier.

2

Don’t forget about storage performance.
Virtualization is heavily dependent on the
performance of the storage environment, according
to Erik Giesa, senior vice president of marketing at
ExtraHop. “If you’re not giving visibility into the storage
environment, you’re not going to be able to manage and
understand what contributions the I/O capabilities of the
storage environment are making to the overall database,
as well as the application experience,” he says.

3

Tell the cloud provider the level of performance
you expect — and if it vows to meet your
expectations, verify that it can, in fact, do so. You
can use load simulation tools to test the vendor’s
claims. Establish baseline service levels before you enter
into an agreement with a provider.

4

Ask for recommendations. Some cloud
providers have partnerships with vendors of
application performance management tools. Ask
those third-party vendors if they can recommend
add-ons to the tools the cloud vendor is using. On the flip
side, if you use performance monitoring tools for your inhouse systems, ask your vendor if its products could work
in a cloud provider’s environment.

5

Beware of “cloud washing” — the rebranding of
existing performance management tools that aren’t
intended for use in the cloud. Go with something
more lightweight and designed for these new
environments.
— Stacy Co l l e t t

formance with whatever tools the cloud provider can give you is
that you can “right-size” your cloud investment, Bartoletti says.
“You can get them right over time.” u
Collett is a Computerworld contributing writer. You can contact her
at stcollett@aol.com.
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curity issues, says Dave Shackleford, a cloud security
expert and certified instructor at the SANS Institute,
a cooperative research and education organization in
Bethesda, Md. “Most fundamentally come down to
either application security or virtualization-specific
issues,” he says.
Threats to cloud-based systems include so-called
hypervisor escape, or “virtual machine escape” exploits. “There have been several recent vulnerabilities
announced that could potentially lead to attackers
executing code from a malicious VM and affecting
the underlying virtualization platform at a cloud
provider,” Shackleford says.
One in particular affects a number of 64-bit platforms, as outlined by the U.S. Computer Emergency
Readiness Team. In June 2012, US-CERT reported
that some 64-bit operating systems and virtualization
programs running on Intel CPU hardware are vulnerable to a local privilege escalation attack. Privilege escalation involves exploiting a design flaw or configuration oversight in an operating system or application
to gain elevated access to information resources that
are normally protected from an application or user.
An attacker might exploit the vulnerability for operating system privilege escalation or for a guest-to-host
virtual machine escape, the report says. The solution
is to apply vendor-specific patches for the operating
system or virtualization software.

KEYS Cloud
to the

SECURING THE

As the cloud model is put to the test at more
organizations, security holes and malware are
coming to light. Here’s how to cope.
By Bob Violino
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The Risks Examined

Another category of vulnerabilities
relates to data storage and access
failures, Shackleford says. Cloud
providers will invariably leverage large-scale shared storage
environments such as a storage
area network or network-attached
storage, he says.
“There are many configuration
issues that could lead to illicit
storage access, but new research
into VMware virtual disks shows
that an attacker could potentially
create a virtual machine with a
crafted virtual disk file that grants
access to other parts of the storage
environment,” Shackleford says.
Other examples of new threats
that cloud environments face,
he says, include denial-of-service
attacks from systems in the cloud
and cloud providers that are inadvertently hosting malicious botnet
controllers.
Gilmore says he sees cloud security risk breaking down into two
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B

usiness networking site LinkedIn suffered a security breach in June that resulted
in the theft of more than 6 million user
account passwords, which were subsequently published online. Although the company says there
were no reports of compromised accounts, the incident
garnered headlines about the risks of the cloud.
And in April 2011, a server breach at email marketing company Epsilon Interactive exposed the names
and email addresses of millions of people. The
company said unknown intruders broke into one of
its email servers and accessed the names and email
accounts of some of its 2,500 corporate customers.
As these incidents show, the cloud is still very
much a work in progress when it comes to security.
Although many cloud service providers claim they
can secure their customers’ data, security problems
are surfacing as the technology takes hold at more
organizations.
“More and more businesses are pushing information and services out to the cloud every day. Many are
doing so without the slightest knowledge of what risks
are lying in wait for them once they leave the sanctity
of the existing data center,” says Mark Gilmore,
president and co-founder of Wired Integrations, a
technology consulting firm in San Jose.
There are several areas in which the cloud has se-

securit y
major categories: malicious attacks and malicious content.
“Malicious attacks would be in the form of something like
the attack that happened to LinkedIn,” Gilmore says. “Many
of the cloud service providers started off small and on a shoestring budget. As the companies grew, the infrastructure grew,
but most likely the simple architecture design that helped the
company get off the ground did not mature as the company expanded. I believe this is what happened in the LinkedIn case.”
The second category, malicious content, comes in the form of
viruses and malware. “Public cloud sites such as Google, Amazon
and Facebook are all breeding grounds for such malicious code
and are a danger to any enterprise that either employs them or
allows them to be utilized as work tools,” Gilmore says. “I think
the biggest flaw in this whole design is the lack of end-user administration control over the cloud resources.”
When a company uses the cloud, it’s “renting someone else’s
technology,” Gilmore says. “You are relying on them to be
diligent with security updates and using the latest and greatest
security technologies. You have no way of knowing if that is actually happening.”
The next big threat that will emerge, Gilmore predicts, is the
“hijacking” of cloud resources. “As people fail to meet security
standards, such as using complex passwords, and leave machines
running for days on end, the likelihood of intrusion is going to
increase and eventually resources will be hacked,” he says.
Another thing to take into account when assessing the security
of the cloud is the fact that many service providers are new to the
market. “Due to all the publicity, multiple new companies and
even older established companies with no previous IT, data management or security experience are getting into the business of
cloud computing,” says Jerry Irvine, CIO at Prescient Solutions,
an IT services provider in Schaumburg, Ill.
“As a result, uneducated users and many small to midsize
companies are looking at cloud services as simply a commodity purchase, comparing pricing and systems’ flashy features, as
opposed to the necessary functions of security, fault tolerance
and integrity,” Irvine says.

Bolstering Security

Experts say organizations should take steps now to protect themselves and their customers from cloud-related security vulnerabilities. One important task is to ensure that their security and legal
teams carefully review and vet their service contracts.
“This is really the most important risk mitigation factor for
most cloud services, as you are fundamentally outsourcing and
need security assurances that are legally binding,” Shackleford
says. He recommends that companies use the Consensus Assessments Initiative Questionnaire from the Cloud Security Alliance
(CSA) as a guide to the questions they should ask cloud vendors
about their security controls.
“Use this and the Cloud Controls Matrix, also from the CSA,
to ensure that you’re looking at the right controls and asking the
right questions of any providers,” Shackleford says.
Companies should also perform regular penetration tests of
their cloud-based assets to assess how vulnerable they might be.
However, Shackleford says, “this will usually require some negotiation with the cloud providers.”
The most important thing to do is to “define the complete risk
environment for all IT assets prior to moving systems, applications
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Tips
for
Better Cloud
1
2
3

T he key thing is asking,
‘What’s the criticality of the
application, and have I done my
homework when considering
moving it to the cloud?’ ”

Security

Know your own
infrastructure and that
of your cloud provider.
The less you know about
the vendor’s setup, the more
vulnerable you are.
Ask your security and
legal teams to review
contracts with cloud
providers. Verify that
security assurances are legally
binding.

Study your provider’s
service-level
agreements so
you understand all
contractual obligations —
yours and the vendor’s. Make
sure that you can monitor your
apps, and that the vendor will
notify you in the event of a
security breach.

4

When negotiating a
contract, ask tough
questions about the
vendor’s hiring policies
and employee monitoring
practices, because malicious
insiders represent security
risks.

5
6

Research security
controls and make sure
cloud providers have
those controls in place.
Also understand how vendors
will handle breaches.
Understand that
your company
is ultimately
responsible for the
confidentiality and integrity
of its systems. Identify
vulnerabilities by conducting
regular penetration tests of
your cloud-based systems
— with the provider’s help, if
possible.

7

Implement your own
security tools, such
as complex passwords,
data encryption and
data access management
software that integrates with
the cloud infrastructure.
— Bo b Violin o

or data into the cloud,” says Irvine. “The risk evaluation needs to
include not only the cost savings or expenses associated with the
move, but also the effects of potential loss and downtime.”
Critical business systems or confidential information such as
financial data and intellectual property might be too sensitive for
systems that are publicly accessible in the cloud, Irvine says.
Your contract with a cloud service provider should include
“a clause requiring complete declaration of all outsourcing or
third-party service providers being used by your cloud partners,”
Irvine says. “These service providers need to be held to the same
service-level agreements. However, the cloud partner needs to
be held responsible for any actions, deficiencies or negligence of
their service providers.”
Computerworld september 2012

Yousuf Khan, CIO, Hult International
Business School

Cloud providers, for their part, “need to be more diligent
about recognizing the shortcomings of the existing architecture,”
Gilmore says. “While I can relate to the need for deploying solutions in a rapid fashion, I also believe the providers owe their customers the due diligence on ensuring [that] data and resources
are safe and secure.”
It’s vital to audit and update the cloud infrastructure on a regular
basis. Users of cloud services should ensure that they completely
understand the security architecture of their providers and act accordingly to bolster their own security where needed, Gilmore says.
“Doing things such as implementing an internal Web security
system is really a no-brainer, but you’d be surprised at how many
enterprises fail to do this,” Gilmore says.

A Layered Approach

Some experts recommend a layered security model when using
the cloud. “As is the case with most security controls, defense-indepth is especially important when dealing with cloud computing,” says Rik Boren, a partner at consulting firm PricewaterhouseCoopers in New York. “While there is no silver bullet that
can completely secure an application hosted in the cloud, risks
can be mitigated by applying proper security controls at each
layer of the architecture.”
Many cloud providers incorporate security measures such
as static code analysis tools at the platform-as-a-service layer
to remedy the gaps in a layered security approach, Boren says.
Access control is also very important. “If the organization cannot
implement or enforce its enterprise identity management solution in the cloud, [it] must make sure that access control policies
in place in the cloud are — at a minimum — at the level of the
organization’s policies,” he says.
Companies using cloud services are proactively addressing
security concerns. Alpine Access, a Denver company that operates a virtual call center for clients, “is always looking to tighten
security in light of emerging threats,” says Rich Sadowski, vice
president of solutions engineering. “We are continually updating
Computerworld.com

our hardware and software, as well as patches.”
The company uses Amazon.com’s Amazon Web Services
across four geographic zones throughout North America for extra
availability and security. It has used cloud services for several
years for payroll processing, collaboration, customer relationship
management and other applications.
Other steps Alpine has taken include deploying a “firewall
sandwich” to protect Web application servers and back-end
systems. “This configuration is particularly important in the
cloud, where back-to-back firewalls often exist at the boundaries
of the service provider and enterprise network infrastructures,”
Sadowski says. He says other effective security technologies
include multiple-factor authentication and context-based authentication, which uses contextual information to help confirm a
user’s identity.
Hult International Business School in Boston runs multiple
applications in public and private clouds, including a learning
management system, email, file storage and social media tools.
The school’s IT department thoroughly researched cloud providers and assessed its own security needs before moving apps to
the cloud. “I didn’t really focus on vendors’ assurances as much as
I did on my own research to verify the security of cloud providers,” says CIO Yousuf Khan. “The key thing is asking, ‘What’s
the criticality of the application, and have I done my homework
when considering moving it to the cloud?’ ”
Hult also uses security tools such as an identity and access management application from OneLogin, which enables users to go to a
portal to be authenticated for access to applications in the cloud.
Organizations that rely on the cloud need to build in expectations for occasional service outages, “because no matter which
provider you use, there’s an outside chance it’s going to happen,”
Khan says. “You have to develop a good backup plan and operationally know how you will react. It’s really just doing a good level of
due diligence.” u
Violino is a freelance writer in Massapequa Park, N.Y. You can reach

him at bviolino@optonline.net.
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W

hat makes people hesitate to put their data in the cloud? Loss of

control tops many lists of concerns. We all know how painful a
data breach can be. It’s hard enough to prepare for a breach when
you’re in control. How do you do it when someone else is in charge?
That’s the job of a well-negotiated contract.

Let’s face it: Data breaches can be expensive,
and they can damage your reputation. According to Ponemon Institute’s “Five Countries: Cost
of Data Breach” report, the average cost of a
data breach in the U.S. is $204 per compromised
individual. The report analyzes numerous data
breaches; of those that took place in the U.S., the
smallest involved 5,010 people. So even at the low
end, the total price tag was over $1 million.
It’s possible to prepare for breaches in a way that
enables you to avoid such costs. Here’s how.
For starters, your cloud contract should state
the obvious: that the vendor won’t share your data
with anybody else. Yet despite such provisions,
there’s always a risk that any data stored on a
provider’s infrastructure could be inappropriately
or maliciously accessed, used or disclosed.
A data breach involving surveys of people’s
favorite ice cream flavors might not be a big deal,
but the stakes go up when the hacked systems
hold sensitive data such as Social Security
numbers, credit card numbers or personal health
information. So it’s important to know in advance
what kind of data you’ll be storing in the cloud.
Armed with that information, you’ll know how
strongly you should negotiate for certain contract
clauses. Categorizing your data — even in a very
simple way — can be helpful. High-sensitivity
data would include information that’s regulated,
proprietary or business-critical; the mediumsensitivity category would include data that’s personal but not highly sensitive; and low-sensitivity
data could include information that doesn’t reveal
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people’s identities or is already publicly known.
Next, it’s important to define who will be
responsible for which follow-up actions and/or
related expenses in the event of a data breach. Key
issues to consider include the following:
Notification. The cloud provider should agree
to notify you about any breach of its system, even
if your data wasn’t involved. And it should do so as
soon as possible, preferably immediately.
Details. When the vendor notifies you about
a breach, it should tell you when the breach occurred, how it was perpetrated, what data was
accessed, and who committed the breach. It’s
possible that a series of notifications might be
necessary to provide all of the details.
Corrective action. The cloud provider should
do the following as soon as possible: cut off the
hacker’s access to your data, restore your secure
access to the service, apply state-of-the-art forensics
in investigating the incident, and upgrade its infrastructure to address the root causes of the breach.
Indemnification. Due to the high costs of breaches, the cloud provider should indemnify you if the
incident was its fault. A vendor will typically try to
limit its liability to an amount equal to the fees that
you’ve paid over the previous 12 months. Depending upon your needs, you might need to negotiate
a larger sum, perhaps the amount you’ve paid over
the previous 24 months or a higher fixed amount.
As with so much else related to cloud computing, the best way to deal with a data breach is to
protect your interests beforehand with a properly
drafted contract. u
Computerworld September 2012
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